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A B S T R A C T

Calculations of risk from natural disasters may require ensembles of hundreds of thousands of simulations to
accurately quantify the complex relationships between the outcome of a disaster and its contributing factors. Such
large ensembles cannot typically be run on a single computer due to the limited computational resources avail-
able. Cloud Computing offers an attractive alternative, with an almost unlimited capacity for computation,
storage, and network bandwidth. However, there are no clear mechanisms that define how to implement these
complex natural disaster ensembles on the Cloud with minimal time and resources. As such, this paper proposes a
system framework with two phases of cost optimization to run the ensembles as a service over Cloud. The cost is
minimized through efficient distribution of the simulations among the cost-efficient instances and intelligent
choice of the instances based on pricing models. We validate the proposed framework using real Cloud envi-
ronment with real wildfire ensemble scenarios under different user requirements. The experimental results give
an edge to the proposed system over the bag-of-task type execution on the Clouds with less cost and better
flexibility.
1. Introduction

Natural disasters cause a widespread loss of life and damage to
infrastructure with associated economic losses. The advent of modern
computational methods and hardware has allowed models to be devel-
oped to simulate and predict these complex phenomena. The models
represent such complex phenomena that are contributed by a large
number of factors. Due to this, the models usually have high computa-
tional requirements and are not feasible to run in an operational envi-
ronment. Deriving accurate risk metrics from such models can require
hundreds of thousands of possible scenarios, collectively referred to as an
ensemble, to be run. However, even a single simulation is a complex
calculation based on interrelationships between different parameters,
and must also deal with geographical information data sets. Running
ensembles on a single computer or a small cluster can result in bottle-
necks due to data access and processing constraints. Thus, it may take
several hours to days to fully cover the required perimeter space.
Furthermore, in a real-time operational environment where ensemble
simulations are being run to predict real wildfires, resource constraints
from a limited computing pool may delay predictions required for
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operational management with unwanted consequences, for controlling
fires effectively or timely evacuations from regions in danger.

Research carried out in recent years has put forward Cloud
Computing frameworks as a possible solution to increase the efficiency of
the prediction tools and make these services available to many users in a
scalable way. Cloud Computing, which is based on principles of distrib-
uted computing, possesses the features of pooling, sharing, integrated
computing technologies, and vast computer resources (Huang et al.,
2018). Cloud infrastructure itself does not decrease the computation time
for individual simulation in an ensemble. But, it provides a means to
reduce the overall time of the ensemble as it allows elastic on-demand
access to almost unlimited storage, network, and computational pro-
cessing. However, this access to the Cloud resources must be coupled
with an effective control mechanism in the system design to manage the
resources and support the prediction models in optimal manners.

It is desirable to offer the functionality of ensemble simulations of
disaster models as end services. However, the inherent nature of ensemble
simulations can invite several challenges regarding the resource utilization,
user requirements and cost incurred. For ease-of-use, there must also be an
effective mechanism that can handle the ensemble simulations within the
Garg), James.Hilton@data61.csiro.au (J. Hilton).
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Cloud environment without requiring frequent user interventions. Kala-
bokidis et al. (2013) initiated theuseofCloudComputing forfire simulation
model, while Garg et al. (2018) provided a conceptual model to provide a
scalable wildfire prediction over the Cloud environment. Garg et al. (2018)
proposed sparkCloud service - a web-based Cloud platform system to
demonstrate the elastic and scalable Cloud solution for wildfire prediction
model based on user requests and deadline requirements. Ujjwal et al.
(2019) proposed a conceptual solution framework to offer different
disaster-related functionalities as a service over Cloud environment. How-
ever, no studies to date have clearly defined a mechanism for enabling the
ensemble simulationsof anynatural disastermodels asend services over the
Cloud environmentwithoptimized cost and resourceutilization.Moreover,
there areno specific studies that definehow toenable ensemble simulations
of natural disaster models over the Cloud foundation with minimal user
interventions during the simulation run.

As such, this study puts forward a framework that helps in the real-
ization of the ensemble of disaster simulations as end services over the
Cloud environment. The proposed framework considers the user re-
quirements and minimizes the cost of operation in two distinct phases. In
the first phase, the possible incurred cost is minimized through efficient
distribution of the simulations among cost-efficient workers while still
complying to the user requirements. The second phase minimizes the cost
of operation further by intelligently choosing the instances based on
different pricing models - on-demand, reserved and spot. This study
validates the working of the proposed system design by implementing the
design with a wildfire prediction tool, Spark (Miller et al., 2015), in the
Cloud environment. In the proposed system, end-users can ubiquitously
access and use the ensemble services via a web interface using the
internet with minimal cost. The contributions of this study are:

(1) A validated foundation system design (framework) to deploy the
ensemble of wildfire simulations as end services over the Clouds
considering the user requirements with minimal cost;

(2) A resource-centered scheduling mechanism that clusters the simu-
lations in an ensemble based on the effective operation of the Cloud
instances;

(3) A queueing theory-based Capacity Planner to save the time
required for the creation of new cloud instances.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights the
relatedworks, while Section 3 explains the associated challenges. Section 4
proposes a systemdesign (framework) andSection5explains theevaluation
of the proposed design in detail. Section 6 discusses the results collected
Fig. 1. An ensemble of a general disaster model.
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from evaluation, while Section 7 concludes the paper with possible future
extensions.

2. Related works

Several studies have implemented geospatial models over the Cloud for
different disastermanagement scenarios. Eriksson et al. (2011) developed a
simulator in Amazon EC2 Clouds to understand the outbreak of pandemic
influenza over a particular place. Wan et al. (2014) used Cloud infrastruc-
ture to classify the different occurrences of the flood into different levels
based on severity and fatalities. Thework done byMontgomery andMundt
(2010) processed different geospatial data sets using a Cloud environment
to predict the changes of the natural resources. The climate engine (Hun-
tington et al., 2017) was developed using Cloud infrastructure to forecast
the weather through climatological calculations and related statistical an-
alyses. Pajorov�a and Hluchỳ (2011) carried out complex Earth and astro-
physics simulations using a Cloud environment. For wildfires, Kalabokidis
et al. (2002) highlighted the need for quantitative indices of wildfire
behavior and effects with spatial layers of meteorological, vegetative,
topographic and socioeconomic information for a holistic fire risk assess-
ment of hazards and vulnerability. Kalabokidis et al. (2013) proposed a
web-based GIS platform called Virtual Fire using FARSITE (Farsite, 1998)
over the Cloud that offers various fire management related services. The
study accommodated thefire propagation simulation inVirtual Fire, but the
end-users could not initiate fire behavior simulations for various technical
and operational reasons. Kalabokidis et al. (2014) explained how wildfire
risk and spread simulation services could beoffered as Software as a Service
(SaaS) over the Cloud environment withmoreflexibility. Garg et al. (2018)
developed sparkCloud using Spark for wildfire prediction to demonstrate
the capability of Cloud Computing to support different natural disaster
models. However, the study focused on providing scalable solutions for
running a wildfire propagation simulation within a Cloud environment
based on user requirements without considering the ensemble with a large
number of simulations.

Huang et al. (2013b) verified the capability of Cloud Computing to
support ensemble simulations by deploying a complex dust forecasting
model on an Amazon EC2 foundationwith reduced cost when compared to
using local resources. Li et al. (2017) described aModel as a Service (MaaS)
framework to support ensemble simulations of differentGeosciencemodels
over theCloud infrastructure.Moreover, a cyberinfrastructurebased system
developedbyBehzadet al. (2011)detailed the implementationof ensemble
simulation of groundwater system modeling over the Cloud environment
provided by Microsoft Windows Azure Cloud Platform. These works have
validated the readiness of Cloud infrastructure to support the complex
ensemble simulations of different Geoscience models. However, fewer de-
velopments have been made to offer these models as end services to the
users. Cost and resource optimization for ensemble simulations of natural
disasters models over the Cloud environment have not, to our knowledge,
been previously considered. Moreover, there are not any well-defined
mechanisms to initiate and automate the multiple runs of simulations
with minimal user interventions (a single user request) for an ensemble of
disaster simulations.

The execution of simulations in an ensemble is conceptually similar to
the execution of tasks in a bag-of-tasks application. These well-studied ap-
plications deal with a large number of independent tasks which can be
executed in anyorder on any computational resource.However, for disaster
models executing the simulations in variable batches, rather than as inde-
pendent units, can significantly enhance the overall performance due to the
large sizes of the input data sets, the sharing of intermediate data sets be-
tween different simulations and the specific geospatial requirements of the
models. As highlighted inwork by Thai et al. (2018), Cloud Computing has
been widely adopted for bag-of-task applications due to flexibility in
resource provisioning and on-demand pricing models. The optimization of
the cost and the resource usage is focused on different perspectives of data
centers and the users (Varghese and Buyya, 2018). There are different
frameworks proposed in different works (Candeia et al., 2010; Bicer et al.,
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2012; Duan and Prodan, 2014) where user-defined requirements, band-
width and storage constraints and monetary cost are considered while
executing the bag-of-task applications. These existing frameworks and
mechanisms may not ensure reduced operational cost for ensembles of
simulations as end services, and this is where the extension of the existing
optimization schemes is required. Moreover, so far, the task clustering
(creation of batches) has been done based on user requirements (time and
budget) (Muthuvelu et al., 2010, 2013), bandwidth (Keat et al., 2006; Ang
et al., 2009) and resource constraints (Muthuvelu et al., 2008). For the
ensembles of disaster simulations, each simulation is both compute and
data-intensive. Thus, the creation of batches of simulations based on the
most effective operation regions of the machines for user requirements can
be more efficient. The estimation of resources required to execute the re-
quests can also be helpful. As such, this study considers the unique features
of disaster models and simulations to schedule the simulations in an
ensemble to offer such functionalities as end serviceswithminimal cost and
resources. This study also considers the capacity planning and different
pricing models of Cloud instances.
Fig. 2. A sample XML configuration file
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3. Model and challenges

In this section, we first discuss the ensemble of a general disaster model
with different components and phases of simulating the dynamics of the
phenomenon over time. We then explain in detail the challenges associ-
ated with offering such ensembles of disaster simulations as end services.
3.1. An ensemble of natural disaster model

For disasters such as wildfires, the parameter space of factors affecting
the fire can be mapped to possible outcomes allowing the detailed risk
metrics to be calculated. These input factors can include parameters such as
the starting location for the fire, the wind conditions, and the air temper-
ature. The possible outcomes can be the total area burned and whether the
fire impacts anyareaswithhomes or infrastructure. Thenumberof required
simulations can scale exponentially with the number of input parameters.
Natural disastermodels suchasSpark, usually consist of twodistinct cycles -
data paging and computative processing, to simulate the behavior of the
disasters. An overview of an ensemble of a general disaster model is shown
with key configuration parameters.
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in Fig. 1. In Data paging cycle, all the required input data sets are collected
and fed into the simulation framework. During computative processing,
empirical models are used to predict the progression of the disaster phe-
nomenonover time. Thekey feature of an ensemble of disaster simulation is
the requirement of hundreds to thousands of simulations to derive more
accurate risk metrics. For operational management, any predictions about
the outspread of the disaster can be significant in saving lives and physical
properties.

3.2. Challenges

Predicting accurate risks of natural disasters using an ensemble has a
principle challenge of managing the execution of a large number of
simulations in time and resource-efficient manner. As such, all the
challenges associated with developing different mechanisms to effi-
ciently deploy the ensemble of disaster simulations as end services over a
Cloud foundation, are described as follows.

3.2.1. Achieving ensemble of simulations over multiple cloud instances with
minimal user intervention

While executing an ensemble of simulations over multiple Cloud in-
stances, the scenarios for the ensemble have to be created through several
Fig. 3. Component overview o
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simulations over a large number of start locations (Garg et al., 2018).
These simulations have to be distributed over multiple instances.
Running the simulations in batch mode can save time as a single data
paging would work for all the simulations in the batch, but, the same is
not true for computative processing. It can be optimal to divide the
ensemble scenario into several groups of simulation as subjobs. These
subjobs have to be independently assigned to the instances within the
system. Moreover, the methods how the multiple outputs from each
simulation are collected and stored during Result Aggregation and pro-
cessed are equally important and challenging for better interpretation of
the results (Ujjwal et al., 2019). Achieving all these requirements
effortlessly with minimal user intervention can be a big challenge.

3.2.2. Supporting computational complexity of ensemble simulations over the
cloud environments with optimal resource utilization

With the features of almost unlimited compute, network, and storage,
Cloud Computing can support the computational complexities of
ensemble simulations. But scaling out a pool of Cloud instances for every
request received within the system is not a practical solution (Mann,
2015). Such provision can waste the computing resources within the
system environment as some resources may remain idle during the
operation. A significantly large number of simulations needs to be run to
f proposed system design.



Fig. 4. Sequential overview of the proposed system design (the symbols and notations are listed in Appendix 1).
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offer the ensemble of disaster simulations as end services to multiple
users. The computative processing for such a large number of simulations
can be compute-intensive, and thus, the ensemble has to be broken into
simpler groups of simulations, subjobs. Such fractions can independently
run in multiple workers in batch mode. It can be a non-trivial task to
define a mechanism that provides rational support to execute the com-
putations required by the ensemble. Such a system should also consider
all the related constraints and system scenarios at the given instant of the
time. The decision to allocate new resources and delete the existing re-
sources from the available pool can be critical. It becomes more chal-
lenging when the system has to consider simultaneous user requests from
multiple users. Advanced scheduling and optimization mechanisms may
be required to ensure the maximum resource utilization while supporting
the computational complexity of the ensemble of simulations.

3.2.3. Trade off between user requirements and cost
The user requirements have to be considered while offering the en-

sembles as services to end-users. If required, the user requirements may
have to be prioritized, and operations might have to be customized tomeet
the strict user requirements in terms of time and cost. Moreover, Cloud
resources may be massively used as there may be a large number of con-
current users accessing the service. It can be a challenging task to ensure
minimal operating cost while complying strictly with the user needs and
requirements. The situations dealing with the trade-off between the oper-
ational cost and user requirements can be tricky to handle within the sys-
tem. The diverse range of cost brought in by different pricing models can
add more complexity to the trade-off between the requirements and the
operating cost.

4. Proposed framework

In this section, we describe our proposed system design (as shown in
Fig. 3) that offers the ensemble as end-services by addressing the associated
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challenges. The system design consists of Users, Control Logic, and Cloud
Infrastructure as major entities. Optimizer in the Control Logic takes the
user input and requirements entered into the system through a web-
interface into consideration to determine the best distribution of simula-
tions for executing the ensemble. Resource Manager accepts the service
request with corresponding worker configuration determined by Opti-
mizer. It then selects the cost-efficientCloud instances strictlybasedon their
urgency level scores, calculated when the requests enter the block.
Ensemble Distributor creates several variable-sized fractions of ensembles
as subjobs in an orderly fashion before assigning them to theworkers in the
Cloud infrastructure.Multipleworkers executedifferent runs of simulations
to contribute to the ensemble simulations ultimately. Thefiltered results are
collected byResult Collector,which can be accessed by the user through the
sameweb-interface after all the workers have completed their subjobs. The
overall sequence of the operations in the proposed systemwith themessage
exchange between the components is given in Fig. 4. The system design is
explained in detail with its components below:

4.1. Users

The users submit a service request along with input files and time and
cost requirements through web-interface to initiate an ensemble simu-
lation of the disaster model. The interface contains input fields for the
time and cost requirements while the configurations of disaster simula-
tions are defined in the input XML file. A sample of input XML file is
shown in Fig. 2. The XML file defines the location where the fire starts,
the number of different fire start locations, simulation time and other
information related to the input and output data sets. The input files
contain the meteorological data and fuel information required for the fire
simulation. The configuration defines the location, the number of simu-
lations in the ensemble and input data to be considered for calculation of
the risk metrics from the simulation. Web-interface hides all the other
steps that are carried out within the framework so as to serve a user
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request. The users get to download the result files through the same
interface once the execution of the ensemble is completed.
4.2. Control Logic

Control Logic retrieves the user input and requirements and performs
several operations through its components so that the ensemble of simu-
lations are optimally distributed among multiple Cloud instances. The
components of this entity are further discussed below with their functions.

4.2.1. Optimizer
It employs a user-based policy to manage the multiple user requests in

an efficient manner that ensures the user requirements are met with
maximum resource utilization. This block uses the retrieved user re-
quirements in conjunction with benchmark records to give the best
configuration for the job execution with minimal cost. The series of op-
erations in this block is algorithmically explained in Algorithm 1. Effi-
cient resource utilization and cost is achieved through several sub-
components, which are described below:

User Input Retriever. This component retrieves the user inputs and
requirements from the service request initiated by the end-users. It also
defines the job complexity in terms of the number of simulations required
for the ensemble. The configuration for the ensemble is also retrieved.
These requirements are useful for determining the efficient resource for
the service request.

Best Configuration Solver. It deals with the efficient creation of variable
fractions of the ensemble that ensures the user requirements are met with
minimal cost. This component assumes the first of the two optimization
tasks in the proposed system design and efficiently creates multiple
fractions of the ensemble simulations as subjobs.

While deploying an ensemble of simulations over the Clouds, the
ensemble has to be divided into several variable-sized fractions so that
multiple workers can independently execute the simulations. The
number and size of the fractions are the two most important factors in
the deployment, which should be determined based on several con-
straints. The user requirements have to be considered as well during
the deployment of the ensemble as end-services. The availability of
different flavors of Cloud instances as workers with varying capabil-
ities of computation is also a constraint in the problem formulation. As
such, distribution of simulations in an ensemble to create several
variable-sized fractions of the requests can be formulated as an opti-
mization problem that minimizes the incurred cost of operation, as
explained below.

Let,Mi be the worker of different flavors/types i, pMi be the number of
worker of type Mi in the best configuration, CMi be the operating cost
associated with the worker type Mi, tj;Mi be the time of operation for
worker j of flavorMi,NS be the total number of the simulations in the user
request, ns;j;Mi be the number of simulation run by worker j of typeMi, Tu

be the user requirement of time, Cu be the user requirement of cost, N be
the total number of different flavors of the workers.

The efficient distribution of an ensemble for a particular service
request k can be formulated as:

min C ¼
X

i¼1

X

j¼1

CMi � tj;Mi

s:t:
X

i¼1

X

j¼1

ns;j;Mi ¼ NS

X

i¼1

X

j¼1

CMi � tj;Mi � Cu

8j 2 f1; 2;…:;NMig; i 2 f1; 2;…;Ng; 0 � tj;Mi � Tu

pM1 ;CMi � 0

(1)

where, tj;Mi is the time for which the jth instance of flavor typeMi runs and
ns;j;Mi is the number of simulations in the fraction which the jth instance of
flavor type Mi executes. The first constraint represents the number of
simulations required in an ensemble while the second constraint is the
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related to the user-defined cost such that the feasible operating cost
should always be less than or equal to the user-defined cost. The third
constraint represents the user-defined time constraint, while the last
constraint defines the non-negativity of number and operating cost of the
Cloud instances.

The problem has to consider finding an efficient way of assigning the
different numbers of simulations to each worker based on its type. This is
a complex NP-Hard optimization which cannot be solved within poly-
nomial time. For this study, a heuristic is considered that determines the
variables ns;j;Mi from the benchmark experiments using the function
GðTu;MiÞ defined as:

GðTu;MiÞ ¼ fn : n ¼ MaxfMi;ng and nMi � Tu}
The variable tj;Mi is assigned a constant urgent value deduced after

experimental studies. The NP-hard problem now becomes linear and can
be solved using existing linear optimization techniques. The solution
gives the efficient distribution of the ensemble concerning the best
configuration of Cloud instances.

For any user service request uk with associated requirements of cost
uk;c and time uk;d, this block gives out the efficient ensemble distribution
in the form [(AM1 ,BM2 , …), uk;d, tk;sys] where A, B, … are the numbers of
Cloud instances of flavor types M1, M2,… respectively required in the
cluster to execute the request and tk;sys is the time for which the user
request uk has been in the system. This information is passed on to
Resource Handler for the allocation of the resources. The working of
Optimizer is algorithmically summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Algorithm for the operation of Optimizer
4.2.2. Resource Handler
Resource Handler is the block in the proposed system design that

undertakes the second phase of optimization by choosing the most cost-
efficient instances based on different Cloud pricing models. The choice of
Cloud instances based on pricing models can significantly minimize the
cost of operation. The deployment of the ensemble runs on spot instances
can incur comparatively lower cost when compared with on-demand
instances, but the reliability of such spot instances is less. As such, we
introduce three different categories for the user requests-high, medium
and low, strictly based on their deadlines (similar to the concept
explained in Huang et al. (2013)). A predefined standard St obtained
from benchmark studies is taken as a reference, and all the user re-
quirements of the deadline (uk;d) are compared against the standard to
give a parameter, urgency level ULk given as follows.

ULk ¼
�
uk;d � tk;sys

�

St
(2)

where, tk;sys is the time elapsed after the user request uk is received within
the system.

The urgent requests (1 � ULk < 2) is directed towards the Capacity
Planner, while for other user requests (ULk � 2), the creation of new
Cloud instances is considered by adding tnew, the average time required to
create the new Cloud instance, in Eq. (2) and the urgency level ULk is
updated accordingly as follows.

ULk ¼
�
uk;d � tk;sys � tnew

�

St
(3)



Table 1
Different urgency levels of user requests.

Level Values of ULk

High 1 � ULk < 2
Medium 2 � ULk < 3
Low ULk � 3
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The updated parameter ULk determines the position of the user
request uk in the queue and which types of instances are allocated to the
request. The three defined categories for the values of ULk are listed in
Table 1.

Any service request with a value of ULk less than one is rejected as the
request is not feasible. The requests under high urgency level can only be
run once in the system and hence are serviced using highly reliable on-
demand instances, handled by Capacity Planner. The requests under
medium and low categories are served with spot instances with relatively
low reliability. If unsuccessful, the requests are rerun with altered ur-
gency level values with more reliable instances. The proposed system
does not consider fault tolerance and checkpointing for recovery in spot
instances. The working of Resource Handler is algorithmically discussed
in Algorithm 2. The components of Resource Handler are discussed
further below.

Algorithm 2. Algorithm for Operation of Resource Handler
1865
Capacity Planner. This block is included in the proposed system to save
time for creating new instances for the user requests with high urgency
levels. It keeps track of the rate of the urgent user service requests that are
received at Resource Handler in a queue CPq. In the proposed system,
specially for the user requests with urgent deadlines, there must be
workers readily available as the time required for the creation of new
workers can significantly compromise the urgency of the requests. To
overcome this issue, Capacity Planner makes sure that there is at least a
minimum number of different workers always available in the system.
Capacity Planner can increase the number of already available worker
based on the emergency situation and the demand of user requests with
urgent deadlines. The additional cost of keeping the cloud instances alive
even without any operation can be distributed over the users who initiate
such requests. Capacity Planner can use M/M/c (Tijms et al., 1981)
queuing model to estimate the number of on-demand instances to be
created in advance. For the model, λ is the arrival rate of urgent user
requests, μ is the service rate, and c is the number of clusters. For the
arrival rate of requests and service rate of the system assumed to follow
Poisson distribution, the minimum number of workers of each flavor type
Mi required can be determined using Erlang B formula (Messerli, 1972)
(Eq. (4)) with very small (nearly zero) value of blocking probability.

NMi ¼minfy : BðX; yÞ� T ; yεN (4)

where, X ¼ λ
μ is the traffic offered in Erlang, T is the desired blocking

probability (very small) for Capacity Planner, and BðX; yÞ is the blocking
probability expressed as follows.

BðX; yÞ¼
Xy

m!Py
i¼0

Xi

i!

(5)

For any instant of time, the number of Cloud instances to be created in
advance can be calculated using the historical data (after determining the
values of μ and λ). Capacity Planner determines the number of minimum
workers required for an almost zero blocking probability in a fixed in-
terval of time (average time for the creation of the new instances). The
operation of Capacity Planner for urgent user requests is algorithmically
presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Algorithm for Capacity Planner of urgent user requests
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In addition to the urgent user requests, this component is useful in
deciding when to reserve the Cloud instances to further minimize the cost
based on the historical records. For example, for wildfire ensembles,
based on the historical information about the arrival rate of user requests,
Capacity Planner can reserve a pool of instances during the summer.

Queue. It keeps the record of all the user requests with the corre-
sponding efficient ensemble distribution scheme given by Optimizer. For
each user request uk, urgency level ULk is calculated. The queue stores all
the user requests in a sorted manner such that ULk with lower values are
placed on the top. The required Cloud resources are allocated to the re-
quests on a one-at-a-time basis. There is an additional queue R which
keeps the record of all the user requests being serviced with corre-
sponding tk;sys.

Worker Archive. It keeps a record of all the workers within the pro-
posed system. The information about the flavor, pricing model and
availability of the worker is essential for effective resource allocation. For
any cluster size requested by the service request, this component pro-
vides the information about the availability of the workers running in the
system to prevent the creation of new instances if not required.

Worker Pool Assigner. It decides to deploy the cluster of Cloud in-
stances based on different pricing models strictly based on the category
defined by the values of ULk. This component handles the trade-off be-
tween the urgency level and cost by altering the reliability of the in-
stances accordingly. If the user request has an urgent deadline, Worker
Pool Assigner opts on-demand instances with higher reliability. Worker
Pool Assigner bids for spot Cloud instances for the job in medium and low
categories with bid prices bidmedium >bidlow established based on historical
information. If the requests in medium and low categories are not
completed due to the unavailability of the spot instances, the requests are
pushed into the queue Q with an altered value of tk;sys.

4.2.3. Ensemble Distributor
Worker Distributor handles the creation and distribution of the

variable-sized fractions of the ensemble initiated by the user service
request following the cluster size and type defined by Optimizer and
Resource Handler. For a worker WMi of flavor type Mi, Ensemble
Distributor retrieves the number of simulations in a process nsp and the
number of simultaneous processes of the disaster model xp and assigns
the corresponding fractions to the workers. Depending on the computa-
tional capability of the instances, the worker nodes may or may not
implement multiple processes of prediction software tool simultaneously.
The functionalities of this block are algorithmically represented in Al-
gorithm 4. Worker Distributor in turns consists of the following
components:

Subjob Creator. It creates several subjobs with variable sizes based on
the configuration given by Optimizer. All the subjobs possess the char-
acteristics of the main job and can be run in an independent mode. The
last subjob created by the Subjob Creator compensates for any additional
number of simulations in the best configuration by assigning a lesser
number of simulations to the worker under that particular subjob.

Subjob ID Tagger. It adds identification tags to all the created subjobs
before assigning them to the workers. The information tags are received
and decoded for customizing the simulation runs for contributing to the
specified fraction of the entire ensemble run.

Subjob Assigner. After addition of the identification tags, Subjob
Assigner assigns respective subjobs to the corresponding workers in the
cluster. The last subjob that compensates the over-estimation of the best
configuration is chosen such that the operation cost is reduced for the
service request. All the necessary files required for the execution of the
prediction software tool are downloaded in the worker nodes from the
master controller within the system environment.
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Algorithm 4. Algorithm for work division and distribution
4.2.4. Result Handler
During the execution of simulations in the workers, multiple output

files are created at the end of each simulation run in different formats
after processing a more significant amount of relevant data. The transfer
of the entire simulation results back and forth between the worker
nodes and the master node can create a network bottleneck, thereby
compromising the performance of the system. As such, Result Handler
makes sure only the significantly important information is extracted out
from the outputs generated after every run of the simulation. The
reduced but important output information is gathered in a centralized
fashion under a single folder that references to the subjob identification
tag. Upon completion of the execution of the subjobs, only the critical
information set with relatively small data size is sent back to the master
node. The master node stores the files in a centralized fashion. After
successful uploading of the data to the master instance, the worker
nodes delete all the files related to the completed job and make them-
selves available to take new subjobs. When the master node receives all
the relevant output files from the worker nodes under a single folder
referencing to the main job, the job is deemed to be complete. Upon
completion of the main job, the users can see the status reflected in the
web interface and download all the output files for further interpreta-
tion and visualization.

4.3. Cloud Infrastructure

Cloud Infrastructure uses public Clouds to provide required hardware
foundation in terms of virtual machines of different flavor types to sup-
port the computational needs of ensemble simulations. All the workers
have Spark tool pre-installed on them that run different processes with
different start points to contribute to the ensemble simulation as initiated
by the service request.

5. Evaluation

The working of the proposed system design is validated through a real
prototypewhich utilizes Spark, awildfire simulation tool that predicts the
progression of a wildfire. Spark offers a modular framework for wildfire
spread prediction where several packages and models can easily be
plugged in. These packages and models include generation of wind fields
and their topographic correction, ignition models, fire-line interactions,
roadand transmissionmodels andfirebrand transport (Miller et al., 2015).
All the calculations required for a fire simulation in Spark are parallelized
onGraphical ProcessingUnit (GPU) architecture such that the simulations
can run faster than in real-time. This is true for all the simulations that
aggregate in an ensemble to give more accurate risk metrics of a fire.

All the steps explained in the proposed foundation system are closely



Table 2
Different flavors in nectar cloud.

VCPUs Flavor RAM On-demand Spot cost Reserved

(GB) cost ($/hr) ($/hr) cost ($/hr)

1 m2.xsmall 2 0.0146 0.0035 0.01
2 t3.small 2 0.0209 0.0051 0.0142
4 t3.medium 4 0.0418 0.01 0.0284
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followed during the evaluation. The proposed solution provides modular
system design that offers flexibility to change the components (e.g.
wildfire simulator with other disaster simulation tool). Java is the main
programming language used to enable different mechanisms within the
system. A web-based user interface is developed to facilitate the users to
access the system and initiate the request to use ensemble simulations as
end services. The web-interface to upload the files and enter the user
requirements of time and cost is shown in Fig. 5.

In the following section, we first give the details of the use case sce-
nario and Cloud infrastructure that are utilized for validating the pro-
posed system. Then, the results for benchmarking of Spark in the Cloud
environment are presented and discussed. The critical parameters
required for subsequent operations in different blocks are determined
through the benchmark studies. Based on these results, Optimizer decides
how to create multiple fractions with variable size to contribute to the
ensemble required by the users. The influence of user-defined deadlines
on the choice of instances based on different pricing models and subse-
quently on the total cost of operation is also studied. Finally, we evaluate
the overall performance of the proposed system against the comparable
on-premise system and bag-of-task type execution over the Clouds.

5.1. Ensemble use case scenario

For evaluation, a real ensemble scenario using data kindly provided
by the Tasmania Fire Service (TFS) is used. The scenario consists of a total
of 169 simulations starting at equally spaced locations 1 km apart on a 13
km� 13 km grid around a central point. Each simulation is configured to
run for 9 h after the fire has started at a point. The model is configured for
various fuel types in Tasmania and also takes into account impact with
any urban areas by counting the number of urban cells burnt for a
particular wildfire. This prediction model falls into a risk modeling
category of ensemble simulations analyzing the risks of a wildfire starting
at an unknown location under a particular set of weather conditions. This
fundamental design can be further extended to work for operational
modeling that deals with direct suppression and evacuation efforts once
the fire has been reported to start.

5.2. Setting up the cloud environment

In this experiment, Nectar Cloud (nec), an OpenStack-based com-
munity Cloud infrastructure, is used as an emulated Amazon Cloud
environment for conducting different experiments. It is clear from the
benchmark studies that the number of cores in the Cloud instances is the
key factor in determining the time taken to run a fixed number of sim-
ulations. All the available cheapest instances with their hardware spec-
ifications along with their unit cost are listed below in Table 2. The cost of
Fig. 5. Web-Interface to initiate
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operating the instances is set according to the Amazon Web Services
(AWS) (ama) pricing model. The data transferred into Amazon Cloud and
data transfer between the instances in the same availability zones are
free. Thus, data transfer cost is not taken into consideration in this study.
But, the time taken for the data transfer is considered for total operation
time, and hence, the time taken for data transfer contributes to the total
operating cost and time. As for the spot instances, resources are abruptly
taken out from the system design during operation with the probabilities
calculated using existing works.

5.3. Benchmarking of spark over cloud environment

For the natural disaster simulations like fire simulations, the time
taken for each simulation is dependent on several factors and has not
been previously studied. Creating several batches without a general un-
derstanding of the fire dynamics can contribute to inefficient operation in
the proposed system design. Given the parallelization of the simulations
in Spark, independently accommodating simultaneous Spark process can
enhance the resource utilization. As such, we conducted a set of different
experiments under the benchmark study to determine the efficient dis-
tribution of the simulations in the ensemble based on the processing
capacities of the workers. For all the different flavors of instances
available in the Cloud environment, we analyze the implications of the
processing capabilities and cores in the total execution time. The
benchmark tests were carried out in two distinct phases - first with the
different number of simulations in each instance and later with several
simultaneous processes of disaster model in the instance. Moreover, the
key parameters St and ns;j;Mi are also determined after the experimental
analyses.

5.3.1. Number of simulations
For each of the different instance flavors, a series of experiments was

carried with different fire start points with a batch of variable size of the
simulations in each worker. For the TFS sample, there are 169 different
geographical start points for the fire. The fires are started on a regularly
spaced grid at 1 km intervals irrespective of the land classification. It
should be noted that fire simulations starting in areas of water take
request in proposed system.



Fig. 6. Unit simulation execution time for different worker flavors.

Fig. 7. Total simulation execution time for different worker flavors.

Fig. 8. Number of simulations for multiple processes of Spark running in the
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significantly less time (as they terminate immediately) compared to the
simulation on land. For every sample file, the experiments are carried out
in six distinct sets of 1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15 and 20 simulations in each unit
of workers. The findings for all the instance flavors are figuratively
presented in Fig. 6. Moreover, the average times taken by the worker
instances to complete the different sets of simulations with a single
process of Spark running are depicted in Fig. 7.

Due to the more significant computation resources in t3.small and
t3.medium workers, as compared to the m2.xsmall worker, the average
unit execution time for a Spark simulation is lower in t3.small and
t3.medium. Knowledge of this difference is useful while choosing the
cluster of workers for a user service request with different sets of inputs.
The execution time per simulation decreases when executed in batches
until the saturation point (different for different instance flavors). The
average time per simulation keeps improving until the set of 13 simu-
lations for all instances and saturated after that with a slight increase.
This improvement is due to a common data fetch cycle for all the simu-
lations which can be done once when executed in a batch compared to
multiple times when executed as independent units. The findings of the
benchmark study show that the time performance of the system improves
when simulations are executed as a batch (variable) rather than when
executed independently in different machines. For a single Spark process,
the execution time of the simulation increases with the increased number
of simulations in the batch. The time performance of the instances
beyond the saturation points is out of the scope of this study. Moreover,
the improvement in the time performance of the instances is not linear
with the increase in RAM size, as shown in Fig. 7.

5.3.2. Simultaneous operation of spark processes
The disaster model, Spark, consists of two cycles - data paging and
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computative processing during the execution of fire simulations. Since
there are large data sets involved in the process, there is a possibility of the
process sitting idle while the large data sets are paged from storage into
memory. Due to this, we evaluated the feasibility for running different
batches in a single worker to ensure maximum resource utilization within
the system environment. For all the instanceflavors, tests were carried out
in a way such that multiple subjobs are assigned to a single worker for
simultaneous operation. Under such an operation, the worker has to
execute the different Spark processes with different start points contrib-
uting to the ensemble. In a trial and error fashion, we related the total
number of simulations aworker can support, for a givendeadline,with the
varied number of VCPUs available in theworkers.Moreover, the effects of
using more processor memory in the execution are compared against the
performance gain achieved by accommodating multiple model processes
in an instance with multiple VCPUs. The multiple subjobs run on a single
machine in an independent under different configurations and the time
performance of the instances were recorded for further analysis.

The time performance of different instances for multiple processes of
Spark is depicted in Fig. 8. In the figure, n1 is the number of simulation in
a single process, x is the number of Spark processes, xn is the number of
simulation in each Spark process, and NS;x is the total number of simu-
lation for x Spark processes in a single machine. A single Spark process
consists of twomain sub-processes that are CPU-dependent computations
and disk/network-dependent data operation. The efficiency of the
worker nodes can increase significantly if the computation sub-process
can be overlapped with the data operation of another simulation. The
presence of a single processor is unable to complement the data fetch and
computation cycles. It is thus, clear that the instances with a single VCPU
are not able to support the multiple processes of Spark. The time per-
formance keeps improving until N processes are accommodated in the
instances with N VCPUs, which facilitates the system to accommodate
more simulations in a fraction of the ensemble. For a deadline of 300s,
the worker of t3.medium type with 4 VCPUs can run four simultaneous
processes of Spark with a total of 32 different simulations compared to
the run of three simultaneous processes with a total of 30 simulations and
single process with a total of 15 simulations. When five simultaneous
processes are run on the instance, there is no improvement in the total
number of simulations that can be run. Based on the findings, we
establish a fact that N simultaneous processes of Spark can be run a Cloud
instance with N processors for optimal performance.

The performance gain, due to the increasing the number of VCPUs,
out shades the same due to increased RAM sizes in the instances. More-
over, for a constant number of VCPUs in the instances, the increase in the
RAM sizes does not significantly increase the total number of simulations.
Thus, we focus on the most cost-effective instances with a varied number
of VCPUs without any regard to the RAM sizes.
instances (Time: 300 s).
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5.3.3. Determination of St and ns;j;Mi

The set of 169 simulations in the ensemble was run with different
locations sequentially over instances with different flavor types. The
value St was fixed at 300 s by considering the fact that the average time to
run the ensemble over the most powerful machine is 3912 s. The value St
can easily be adjusted to make the system more responsive to the user
requests. The corresponding values of ns;j;Mi were then obtained from the
experiments conducted in the first two phases of benchmark studies. For
example, the value of ns;j;Mi is 32 for Tu ¼ 300 s and Mi ¼ t3.medium as
retrieved by using the function GðTu;MiÞ.

5.3.4. Approximation of minimal time and number of simulations for an
instance

Given a set of options for the Cloud instances available, it is always a
non-trivial task to accurately estimate the time taken to execute a
particular number of simulations and vice-versa. The number of simu-
lations that can be executed by the Cloud instances increases with the
increase in the size of RAMwhen a single process of disaster model is run.
The size of RAM does not have a significant impact when multiple pro-
cesses of the models are run in the instances. As such, we use linear
regression to define a relationship between the number of cores, time and
number of simulations to provide an approximation of time-based on the
configuration of the instance. It should be noted that the accuracy of the
approximation is not the primary focus of this study, but the cost opti-
mization based on the results obtained from the approximation is. As
such, different advanced methods can substitute the linear regression
module to improve the accuracy of the approximation.

5.4. Experimental setup for evaluation of the proposed system

As previously discussed, the objective of the proposed system is to
enable the ensemble of natural disaster scenarios as end services with
minimal cost achieved through two phases of optimization. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed system, we compare the incurred operating
cost and time against the ones incurred in an on-premise systemandbag-of-
task type executions. For an on-premise system, we consider a single ma-
chine with the same hardware configurations as the Cloud instances have.
Consequently, we have three different on-premise systems with Spark pre-
installed on them.We then consider a conceptual idea of bag-of-tasks (BoT)
in a distributed environment where each simulation in the ensemble
requested by the user is considered a task and executed in as many ma-
chines. To compare the resource and cost optimization achieved by the
proposed system, we further consider an adaptation of tasks clustering
mechanism, as explained in Muthuvelu et al. (2013) for a distributed
environment. Inwhatwecall the adaptation asmodified bag-of-tasks (mBoT)
execution, equal-sized clusters are formed based on the grid size of the
configuration and the job complexities. For example, for a grid size of
13 km� 13 km which yields 169 simulations, 13 clusters with 13 simula-
tions are created. The cost and timeperformance of the proposed systemare
compared accordingly against that of the mBoT execution.
Table 3
Complexity of user requests.

Label Grid size #Simulations Batch size

(km � km) (mBoT)

small 5� 5 25 5
medium 9� 9 81 9
large 11� 11 121 11
TFS 13� 13 169 13
2 � TFS 26� 26 676 26
3 � TFS 39� 39 1521 39

Note: The batch size is 1 for BoT execution, while the batch size is variable for the
proposed system.
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5.4.1. Evaluation metrics
Operation Cost. The total operation cost in the proposed system design

is the cost incurred to run the ensemble simulation over the Cloud
environment. The cost is referred to as Ensemble Service Cost, which is the
cost calculated taking the actual duration for which the workers are in
operation while serving the user service request. The cost is calculated on
a ‘‘per second” basis based on the AWS pricing model as listed in Table 2
using a basic unitary method.

Operation Time. The operation time for a user request is the total time
elapsed after the user submits the request to the system until the user gets
the result files back. The operation time takes the time taken to upload
the required files for the ensemble to the Cloud environment into
consideration and is reflected accordingly in the total operation cost. The
operating times for multiple workers allocated for a single user request
can be different. The operation time for the user request is the maximum
of the operating times for each worker allocated for that request.

5.4.2. Experimental scenario
Different levels of user-defined deadlines. For the user requirements of

time, we consider three different levels of the deadline, namely High,
Medium and Low are considered, as shown in Table 1. The experiments
are repeated for five random values in each range to study the influence
of urgency level on the total operating cost, and average values are
presented.

Complexity of the user request. The TFS samples for wildfire propaga-
tion simulation consists of a grid of 13 km� 13 km spaced at 1 km,
comprising of 169 simulations for the ensemble. To validate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed system design, we conduct various experiments
considering other sizes of the grid.

(5� 5½small�; 9� 9½medium�, and 11� 11½large�) in the sample files for
the comparison against the on-premise system. For comparison against
the bag-of-tasks type execution, the sizes (2� TFS configuration [26�
26] and 3� TFS configuration [39� 39]) are considered, which are
listed in Table 3.

6. Results and discussions

In this section, we discuss the results obtained while validating the
proposed framework under different experimental scenarios of user re-
quirements of time and complexities. We also present the comparative
analysis of the performance of the proposed system with an on-premise
system and the existing state of the art concepts of bag-of-tasks execu-
tions and job clustering. Besides, we also present a brief performance
analysis of the proposed system under multiple simultaneous users with
urgent deadlines.

6.1. Proposed system vs. on-premise setup

For an on-premise setup, the ensemble was run on the instances of
each flavor type in a sequential manner. The same sets of the ensembles
were run on the proposed system with a high level of urgency. Fig. 9
represents the comparison of the cost incurred when the ensemble is
executed using the proposed system and on-premise setup. The on-
premise system is painstakingly time-consuming as the efficiency ach-
ieved by running the simulations in batches ceases after the saturation
point. The comparison of operation time is shown in Fig. 10. On the other
hand, the proposed system distributes the ensemble to multiple workers
that operate within the optimal performance configurations and pro-
duces the desired output in a time-efficient manner. The cost incurred by
the on-premise system with the cheapest machine (with the configura-
tion of the cheapest Cloud instance), is the minimum of all. The proposed
system operates the workers in their optimal performance region and
hence achieves the operating cost closer to the on-premise cost. As such,
the proposed system can offer the required services with the cost com-
parable to on-premise cost but with much improved time efficiency.
There is no further cost minimization when the ensembles are run on the



Fig. 9. Cost comparison between proposed and on-premise system.

Fig. 10. Comparison of operation time between proposed and on-
premise system.

Fig. 11. Cost comparison between the proposed system and (a) bag-of-tasks
(BoT) execution and (b) modified bag-of-tasks (mBoT) execution.
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on-premise machine with better configuration as the resources are under-
utilized. The operation cost is up to 98%more than the proposed system,
as shown in Fig. 9. The proposed solution ensures the resources are used
optimally to avoid such under-utilization. Besides, the end-users get
added benefits from the proposed system as the system setup, configu-
ration, and dependencies are well-handled. The same could be a
cumbersome task in the on-premise system.
6.2. Proposed system vs bag-of-task execution

The simulations in an ensemble are independent units of work without
any dependencies among themselves. Thus, for bag-of-tasks type of
execution, we consider each simulation as a task and run them indepen-
dently in a singlemachine. Fig. 11a shows the comparison between the cost
incurred within the proposed system and bag-of-task type execution. The
bag-of-tasks execution runs the simulation for a lesser time, but on the other
hand, the execution incurs significantly high cost (131%–316%)more than
that of the proposed system). The large data sets required for each unit of
simulation have to be fetched into the workers. Consequently, the
improvement in time performance and resource utilization brought by the
running the simulations in batches is non-existent when each simulation is
run independently in separate machines.

Moreover,wedivide the total numberof simulations inanensemble into
several subjobs with an equal number of simulations. Each subjob is
considered to be a unit of work and run in as many workers in a modified
bag-of-task execution. Instances of all three flavor types are considered for
themodifiedbag-of-taskexecution. Fig.11shows the comparisonof the cost
incurred in the modified execution and the proposed system. The cost
incurred in the modified execution is 9%–108% more than that of the
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proposed system. Thefinding reflects the fact that the execution of an equal
number of simulations in different fractions in an ensemble is not the
optimal way of running the ensemble. The cost-efficiency of the proposed
systemover themodifiedbag-of-tasks typeexecution increases significantly
with the increase in the total number of simulations in the ensemble. The
execution of the simulations in variable-sized fractions utilizes the versa-
tility of the available workers. Hence, it is possible to further optimize the
operating cost by choosing cost-efficient workers in terms of the
simulations.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison of time performance between the two
systems alongwith conventional bag-of-tasks execution. The simulations in
the ensemble,when considered independent and run over asmanyworkers
as the number of simulations, produce the outputs in less time but incurs
high cost. The operation time is variable in the modified bag-of-tasks
execution, which assumes the equal size of the batch while the operation
time in the proposed system is dependent upon the user requirements.
When the size of the job increases, themodified bag-of-tasks type execution
takes more time as shown in Fig. 12 (For 3� TFS job, the operation time is
about 176%more than the proposed system). For the urgent user requests,
the system does not have to consider the additional time for the creation of
the new instances. In contrast, for similar bag-of-task executions, there is
always the timeof creating new instances added in the total operation time.
Consequently, as shown in Fig. 12, the total operation time of urgent re-
quests in theproposed systemisalways less than thatof themodifiedbag-of-
tasks type executions. Moreover, for other urgency levels of the requests
(medium and low), the proposed system solves the trade-off between the
time and cost by minimizing the cost to the maximum possible extent.



Fig. 12. Operation time for different execution methods.

Fig. 14. Cost minimization using reserved instances.
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6.3. Cost reduction using Resource Handler

Resource Handler in the proposed system minimizes the operation
cost by intelligently choosing the cost-effective instances based on the
urgency levels calculated for each user request. The on-demand instances
offer higher reliability as these instances are dedicated to the user request
once allocated, until the completion of the subjob. The spot instances
provide cheaper options for execution, but the reliability offered by these
instances is lower. The spot instances are offered to the other users with a
higher bid in the Cloud environment, even if the current execution of the
subjob is not complete. In this study, the bid prices for the medium and
low urgency levels are derived from the historical information issued by
different Cloud providers. It is to be noted that the calculation of bid
amounts to ensure high reliability is not the aim of this study.

Fig. 13 reflects the possible minimization of the operating cost by
deploying the ensembles on spot instances rather than on on-demand
instances whenever possible. The user requests with high urgency level
were executed on on-demand instances, while those with medium and
low urgency levels are executed on spot instances with different bid
amounts. For the user requests with low urgency level, the users can
minimize the cost up to 73% compared to the requests with the high
urgency level. For the requests with the medium urgency level, the cost
minimization is up to 76%. This cost minimization is possible due to the
trade-off between the reliability and operation cost of the instances. If the
proposed system has to abandon the spot instances to other users in the
Cloud environment because of higher bids, the system adds those user
requests into the queue with altered urgency levels. The recovery and
fault-tolerance techniques can ensure the execution of the subjobs getting
resumed from the point where they were interrupted, but these tech-
niques are beyond the scope of this work. If medium and low urgent
labeled requests fail in the first round, the incurred operation cost is
likely to increase. To overcome this cost discrepancy, a cost model that
calculates the operating cost based on the request complexity and user
Fig. 13. Cost minimization using spot instances.
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deadline can be introduced.
Moreover, Capacity Planner in Resource Handler keeps track of the

urgent user requests received at the system based on the time. The tracker
assigns ‘‘peak” label to the duration based on the historical records. The
proposed system reserves the Cloud instances in advance for the peak
duration, which can further minimize the cost for requests with high
urgency levels. The experimental results show that the cost for the user
requests with high urgency levels was minimized by about 32% as
depicted in Fig. 14.

6.4. Cost vs levels of deadline

The Ensemble Service cost generally increases with an increased level
of urgency in the user requests. The total cost of operation is calculated
based on the actual time for which the workers were in operation. The
cost incurred in the proposed system for different levels of user-defined
deadlines is less than the cost incurred in the bag-of-tasks system and
close to the cost incurred by an on-premise system with the cheapest
machines. The increase in urgency level incurs a higher operation cost
(see Fig. 13). The urgent requests have a higher cost and higher reliability
as the reliability is traded against the cost. When compared to urgent
request, the medium and low urgency incur up to 69% and 73% lesser
operation cost. Moreover, the medium urgency incurs about 28% more
operation cost compared to low urgency based on different user request
complexities. For the requests with medium and low urgent level (based
on the values of ULk), the Ensemble Service cost increases if the service of
the spot instances allocated for them is abruptly interrupted by the Cloud
provider because of higher bids from other users (not in the proposed
system). In the worst case, the user request with a low urgency level can
incur the same cost as the request with a high urgency level. This cost
discrepancy can be solved by developing a cost model that charges the
requests based on the urgency level and the job complexities.

6.5. Cost vs complexity of user requests

The total number of simulations in the user requests can be altered by
changing the size of the grid for the wildfire simulation in TFS samples.
The operating cost for user request increases with increase in the grid size
in the ensemble configuration, which ultimately increases the total
number of simulations in the user request. Even for the varied number of
total simulations, the proposed system design yielded minimal operating
cost which is always less than the cost incurred by the bag-of-tasks
execution. The operation cost is close to the cost incurred by the on-
premise system with the cheapest machines.

6.6. Analysis of time performance under multiple urgent user requests

To validate the support of multiple simultaneous users, we considered



Fig. 15. Time performance analysis under multiple simultaneous users with
urgent deadlines (TFS Configuration with 169 simulations).
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several simultaneous users submitting the requests (TFS configuration)
roughly at the same time. The experiment was conducted with a
maximum number of 150 VCPUs in the Cloud environment. Conse-
quently, when more than seven urgent requests are received in the sys-
tem, the variable batches of three service requests have to wait in the
queue. In theory, Cloud infrastructure with a large number of computing
nodes would not have any limitation. In the proposed system, when the
urgent requests have to wait, the value of ULk for each request becomes
less than one and would otherwise be rejected as infeasible request
failing to meet the deadline. For this analysis, we consider waiting time
for the requests unable to find free resources. The waiting time contrib-
utes to the total time required for serving the requests. For 10 and 15
simultaneous urgent requests, the maximum time taken for serving the
requests were 592 and 878 s, respectively (as shown in Fig. 15), including
the waiting time in the queue. Nevertheless, the actual time for which the
simulations were run is comparable to the time taken to serve at most
seven simultaneous service requests. The total cost calculation does not
consider the waiting time. Consequently, the user requests with the same
complexity with similar deadlines have comparable operation cost. This
limitation which requires the requests to wait in the queue, in the pro-
posed system, can be overcome by adding more computing nodes in the
Cloud environment during the peak disaster season.

7. Conclusions and future works

Natural disasters like wildfires are a global problem and require ac-
curate and timely simulation for operation prediction and risk assess-
ment. Both of the use cases, presented in the paper, require the ability to
efficiently schedule and launch an ensemble of simulations within a
resource or time-constrained envelope. Providing the ability to deliver
these ensemble simulations as an end service on the Cloud has many
Symbols Description

uk User Request
Mi Worker of flavor type i
pMi Number of worker of type Mi

CMi Operation cost of worker Mi

tj;Mi Operation time of worker Mi

NS Total number of simulations in user request
ns;j;Mi Number of simulation run by worker j
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challenges, and the delivery and implementation of such a system have
not previously been fully explored. This study has proposed and
demonstrated an implementation designed for this purpose. The valida-
tion results are quite promising with operating cost comparable to con-
ventional and cheapest on-premise setup and up to 300% when
compared to bag-of-tasks type execution.

The Cloud-based framework, as presented in the paper, is proposed as
a foundation system design with modular blocks which can be improved
for more advanced functionalities. In theory, the Cloud infrastructure in
the proposed system can support any number of simultaneous users. But,
in real practice, it can be limited by the total number of computing nodes
available. The simulations in an ensemble are parallelized such that each
simulation can be executed independently in its respective batch. The
creation of variable batches can save time for data paging for multiple
simulations, but the same is not true for the computative processing
involved in each simulation. Consequently, the time performance per
simulation in a batch saturates at a certain point after which the paral-
lelization does not yield any improvement. The paper discussed trade-
offs between cost, urgency level and user request complexities. But, the
proposed system cannot deal with cases caused by different circum-
stances, such as failure of Cloud instances, too many urgent user requests
and unavailability of computing nodes). The trade-off between the reli-
ability and the cost can be further studied to make better use of spot
instances for user requests with relaxed deadlines.

In the future, the possible cost discrepancy because of the low reli-
ability of the spot instances will be addressed by introducing a cost model
based on the user requests (complexity and deadline). The framework
presented here is largely model-agnostic and hence is directly applicable
to many other types of natural disaster models such as floods, earth-
quakes, and cyclones.Wewill expand the work in the future to cover such
models. The fault-tolerance of the proposed system will be explored
further as well in the future.
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Appendix 1. Symbols and Notations Used
(continued )

Symbols Description

of type Mi
Tu User requirement of Time
Cu User requirement of Cost
N Total number of workers
uk;c Cost requirement associated with uk
uk;d Time requirement associated with uk
AMi A number of Mi instances
tk;sys Time for which uk is in the system
ULk Urgency level for uk
tnew Time required to create new instances
λ Arrival rate of user requests
μ Service rate of proposed system

(continued on next page)



(continued )

Symbols Description

Dtype Instance type (on-demand or spot)
bidprice Bid amount for spot instances
St Pre-defined urgency standard
Δn Number of instances required to be created
CP Capacity Planner
NMi Minimum number of Mi instances required in CP
Nc Minimum Cluster Size in the system decided by CP
Δnd Number of on-demand instances to be created

or deleted
CPq Queue in Capacity Planner
Q Job Queue
R Queue of requests being served by the system
Si ith subjob in a user request
r Risk metric
C Operation Cost
X Total traffic offered in Erlang
BðX;yÞ Blocking probability for y servers with
X Traffic offered
t Time instant
n1 Number of Simulation in a single process
x Number of Spark process
NS;x Total number of simulation in x Spark processes
xn Number of simulation in each Spark process
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